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Hybrid Load Pull & Behavior Modeling with ZVA
ZNA
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Hybrid active Load Pull combines the benefits of both
passive and active Load Pull techniques in one setup. Active Load Pull is the only method that allows
reaching the low internal impedance of power transistors, especially on wafer and at very high frequencies.
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Wideband Noise Parameter
Paramater Extraction with ZVA
ZNA
Focus’ noise parameter extraction uses the cold-source
noise measurement method. This technique requires a
noise source to determine the kBG (gain-bandwidth
constant) of the noise receiver, and a passive
mechanical tuner to characterize the noise receiver
across both the impedance and frequency space. Using
a Focus wideband tuner and advanced characterization
software,
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the user
user can
can extract
extract the
the four noise parameters
in a single
single sweep.
sweep.
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Pulsed IV and Compact Modeling with ZNB
ZNA
The ZNA
ZNB series of network analyzers combine high
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